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Abstract. Real-world services ranging from cloud solutions to consult-
ing currently dominate economic activity. Yet, despite the increasing
number of service marketplaces online, service trading on the Web re-
mains highly restricted. Services are at best traded within closed silos
that offer mainly manual search and comparison capabilities through a
Web storefront. Thus, it is seldom possible to automate the customisa-
tion, bundling, and trading of services, which would foster a more effi-
cient and effective service sector. In this paper we present Linked USDL,
a comprehensive vocabulary for capturing and sharing rich service de-
scriptions, which aims to support the trading of services over the Web in
an open, scalable, and highly automated manner. The vocabulary adopts
and exploits Linked Data as a means to efficiently support communi-
cation over the Web, to promote and simplify its adoption by reusing
vocabularies and datasets, and to enable the opportunistic engagement
of multiple cross-domain providers.

Keywords: #eswc2014Pedrinaci, Services, Vocabulary, Linked Data,
USDL, eCommerce.

1 Introduction

The importance of real-world services, that is business activities of a mostly
intangible nature (e.g., life insurance, consulting), has grown over the last 50
years to dominate economic activity [1]. Because of their intangible nature, ser-
vices can often be bundled, adapted, and traded in an automated manner. In an
attempt to exploit the Web as a service trading platform a number of service mar-
ketplaces have emerged, ranging from purely technical registries like UDDI [2],
to business-oriented marketplaces such as Google Helpouts. Technical registries
have for the most part focussed on the computer science aspects of services
which is limiting as it ignores fundamental characteristics of services including
the economic, social, and business contexts [3]. Business-oriented marketplaces
on the other hand have focussed on providing silos that offer limited search and
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comparison capabilities through an essentially human-oriented storefront [4]. As
a result, common and essential economic activities in the service sector such
as the generation of customised offerings, the creation and trading of possibly
cross-domain and multi-provider service bundles, or simply the communication
between customer and provider remain largely manual activities [4].

Supporting the trading of services over the Web in an open, scalable, and
automated manner enabling the opportunistic engagement of multiple cross-
domain providers requires a shared means for capturing and reasoning upon
the economic, social, and technical aspects governing service exchanges [1,3,4].
The Unified Service Description Language (USDL) is the most comprehensive at-
tempt in this direction but it has received limited adoption due to its complexity,
while it also exhibited limitations with respect to the level of extensibility and
automation supported. In this paper we present Linked USDL1, a new vocabu-
lary which builds upon the results and experience gained with USDL combined
with prior research on Semantic Web Services, business ontologies, and Linked
Data to better support Web-scale automated service trading. We present the
methodology and main decisions adopted for transforming the complex USDL
specification into a network of vocabularies that is anchored on simplicity as
well as on vocabulary and data reuse. The resulting vocabulary is thoroughly
evaluated in terms of domain coverage, suitability for purpose, and its current
level of adoption.

2 Related Work

Service Science aims to reach a better understanding of services, service net-
works, value co-creation and service innovation, to name a few of the main re-
search topics [1]. These efforts, which encompass several disciplines, are geared
towards establishing solid foundations for advancing our ability to design, create,
and analyse service systems with both business and societal purposes in mind.

Relevant work in Computer Science includes service-oriented systems, which
approach the development of complex applications by integrating networked soft-
ware components called Web services [2]. This area has been prolific in terms of
both tooling and specifications including a number of approaches for describing
technical services semantically, e.g., OWL-S, SAWSDL, and WSMO [5,6]. Al-
though (semantic) Web services work provides advanced support for discovering
or composing technical services, it disregards the fundamental socio-economic
context of real-world services (e.g., value chains and offerings), and does not
cover the widespread manual services (e.g., consulting) [3]. Complementary work
on Workflow and Business Process Management has focussed on the operational-
isation of the processes within enterprises [2,3,5], which has more recently also
incorporated human activities [7]. This work is, however, centred on a procedural
view on how activities are carried out within an organisation which is orthogo-
nal to the business characteristics of the services offered (e.g., speed of internet
connection offered) which are essential to service trading.

1 See http://linked-usdl.org/

http://linked-usdl.org/
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The most notable effort able to represent and reason about business mod-
els, services, and value networks is the e3 family of ontologies which includes the
e3service and e3value ontologies [3,8]. This research has, however, not been much
concerned with the computational and operational perspectives covering for in-
stance the actual interaction with services. Likewise, the technical issues related
to enabling a Web-scale deployment and adoption of these solutions were not
core to this work. GoodRelations [9] (GR) on the contrary is a popular vocabu-
lary for describing semantically products and offerings. Although GR originally
aimed to support both services and products, it is mostly centred on products
to the detriment of its coverage for modelling services, leaving aside for instance
the coverage of modes of interaction, or the support for value chains.

USDL [4,10] is, to date, the most comprehensive approach to supporting the
description of services for automated processing. USDL consists of 9 modules
modelled in eCore capturing services, interaction interfaces, pricing models, ser-
vice level agreements, and related legal issues2. Despite its comprehensive sup-
port, this effort underestimated the need for such an all encompassing model
to be widely open, highly flexible and extensible, and yet simple in nature [11].
On the one hand, the rather centralised and controlled nature of the approach
led to an overly complex model hard to grasp and apply. On the other hand,
eCore exhibited technical limitations towards its extensibility and its use as a
lingua franca on the Web where Linked Data and light semantics are currently
considered a more adequate technology.

3 Requirements Analysis

Informed by research carried out on services, including the related work covered
earlier, we have elicited a number of requirements that Linked USDL and any
other language or vocabulary with such an ambitious purpose should address.
This includes notably coverage requirements, which we shall cover first. We also
present additional criteria that we identified during the standardisation activities
of USDL as potential issues and limitations for its Web-scale adoption [11].

3.1 Description Requirements

One of the essential difficulties when dealing with services beyond mere technical
interfaces, is the fact that they are at the intersection of many diverse disciplines
that range from technical aspects, to operational ones, socio-economic concerns,
or even legal issues. Being able to move across each of these domains is essential
to support the trading of services online. We detail the main dimensions next.

Functionality. Services are business activities that normally take place through
(possibly technology mediated) interactions between stakeholders, resulting

2 See the full specification at
http://www.internet-of-services.com/fileadmin/IOS/user upload/pdf/

USDL-3.0-M5-Archive.zip

http://www.internet-of-services.com/fileadmin/IOS/user_upload/pdf/USDL-3.0-M5-Archive.zip
http://www.internet-of-services.com/fileadmin/IOS/user_upload/pdf/USDL-3.0-M5-Archive.zip
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in benefits to the actors involved. Fundamental to the notion of service is
therefore its functionality in terms of what it does, requires, and provides.
Given the highly diverse nature of services this should cover the entire spec-
trum from fully automated provisioning (e.g., Spotify) to those essentially
manual (e.g., car repair service). Depending on the stakeholder, the level
of abstraction could vary from a detailed operational view (provider), to a
high-level one for customers.

Agents and Networks. Services delivery engages several stakeholders in
(possibly ephemeral) ad-hoc business networks, e.g., banks often engage
in partnerships with insurances to provide accounts with integrated travel
insurance. The modelling of services should seamlessly support both the
emergence and analysis of such networks in order to enable the dynamic
co-creation of value through Web-wide service trading. Important aspects to
be covered are thus the agents involved in a certain network and the role(s)
they play.

Service Relationships. Thanks to their intangible nature, services can be
combined, repurposed, and adapted to better fulfil customer needs. Services
are often related to other services and products. For instance, services can
often be enhanced with others, or there can be variations over established
types. Services are often bundled, i.e., aggregated and offered jointly in pack-
ages like broadband and TV services. And in the case of automated services,
services may be composed according to specific data and control flow to
achieve a complex objective out of simpler components.

Operational and Delivery. The delivery of services is often subject to restric-
tions or conditions. These may range from geographical concerns (e.g., the
insured individual should live in the UK), temporal availability, legal issues,
variable pricing, and so on. From a service provider operational perspective,
there may well be limitations due to the resources required, e.g., staffing,
that need to be tracked as they determine the costs and the capacity for
providing a service.

Consumption. Services are most often accessed or “consumed” through in-
teractions by means of designated communication channels. For example,
making an insurance claim may require the customer to phone the insurance
company, or fill up a form online. These communication channels may vary
during the service delivery process (e.g., initially claim by phone and check
the progress online), and there may exist restrictions on how interactions
should take place. For instance a car repair service may require you to bring
the car to the garage whereas in other cases the service may take care of
sending a mechanic within some geographical boundaries.

3.2 Language Requirements

In addition to the aforementioned coverage requirements, research in the area
has highlighted further requirements that the language should meet. First and
foremost given the complexity of the domain and the fact that the aim is to
maximise to the extent possible the level of automation that can be achieved
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during the life-cycle of services, the modelling of services needs to rely on a
conceptual model with formal foundations that can enable automated process-
ing [3,10]. Nonetheless the language should be modular and extensible in order
to be able to accommodate different domains and the many facets of services
while minimising the complexity for users and tool developers.

Our subsequent work on standardisation highlighted that although necessary,
these requirements did not appear to be sufficient for Web-scale adoption:

An Open Solution. To support the engagement of any business entity across
any domain the technological approach should be open. It should be open so
as to allow anybody to engage and trade services online, as well as towards
its evolution in order to cater for new requirements, accommodate new ways
of doing business, or support new domains.

A Web-Based Solution. A scenario like the one envisaged requires an ap-
proach that can support the engagement of millions of service providers and
consumers in exposing, locating, interpreting, and contracting services. This
necessarily calls for highly interoperable and scalable solutions in terms of
data sharing, data processing, and communication protocols.

Promoting Take Up. While providing an open solution is likely to have a
positive impact on technology take up, adoption will largely be determined
by the simplicity with which any business entity could adopt a solution based
on these technologies and the compatibility with existing legacy systems.

4 Linked USDL Vocabulary

Driven by the aforementioned requirements and informed by the drawbacks ex-
hibited by USDL we worked on Linked USDL focussing essentially on reducing
the complexity underlying USDL and fostering its wider adoption through the
use of Web-centric technologies that are more amenable to extension, modifica-
tion, and automation at large scale.

4.1 Design Decisions

First, due to the success, scale, growth, and current adoption of the Web for
world-wide telecommunication and electronic commerce we believe that any
technology hoping to enable service trading online should necessarily embrace
and build upon the Web principles and technologies [12]. Notably Linked USDL
should also embrace principles like i) the establishment of global identifiers, e.g.,
by using URIs to identify services and providers; ii) the use of links to other
resources on the Web to enrich a particular datum with reusable and externally
provided information, e.g., pointing to complementary services; iii) the use of
HTTP as a simple uniform protocol for supporting interactions; and iv) the
decoupling between resources and their representation. Doing so brings a tech-
nology stack that has proven to support large scale, efficient, multi-party inter-
actions, as well as it directly provides an integration point with open, standard
technologies that are already widely used and supported.
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Second, to enable effective interactions at the business level, we need to provide
standards that go beyond data transportation and syntactic representation [1].
To this end, Linked USDL embraces the use of formal ontology representation
languages to capture the semantics of services such that they are amenable to au-
tomated reasoning. Linked USDL goes one step forward in the adoption of Web
technologies to embrace the emerging standard approach for data sharing online,
namely Linked Data [13]. Adopting these principles enables Linked USDL to cap-
ture, share, and interlink data about services of highly heterogeneous nature and
domains, in an open, scalable, and uniform manner. Linked Data principles pro-
mote and support reuse which in turn helps to reduce the data modelling overhead
(e.g., by reusing conceptualmodels and existing data sets), andmaximise the com-
patibility with existing tooling. Both aspects are major challenges earlier versions
of USDL faced which this work aims to alleviate.

4.2 Design Methodology

Following common Knowledge Engineering best practices [14], we aimed at cre-
ating a modular solution based on well-designed, widely adopted vocabularies
that did not introduce substantial ontological commitments away from the core
topics of interest. Thus, considerable effort was devoted to identifying and eval-
uating reusable ontologies.

First, we identified the main topics to be covered given the original USDL
specification and determined some core terms characterising each of these topics.
Informed by the topics and terms identified, we carried out both a manual and
semi-automated search to determine potentially relevant reusable ontologies. On
the one hand, we performed a state of the art analysis to identify ontologies that
were relevant for the modelling of services, see [11] and Section 2. On the other
hand, we used Swoogle [15], Watson [16], LOD Stats [17], and the Linked Open
Vocabularies (LOV)3 engines to search for ontologies covering the main terms
identified. For each of the queries asked, we kept the top 10 results. The resulting
list was eventually enriched with widely-used general purpose vocabularies such
as Dublin Core (DC) and Simple Knowledge Organisation Scheme (SKOS).

Second, for each of the vocabularies identified, we used both LOD Stats and
LOV to figure out the number of datasets using these terms, the number of
instances of the main concepts of interest present in datasets on the Web, and
the number of times the vocabulary is reused elsewhere. The search for reusable
ontologies provided us pointers to existing vocabularies of potential interest to-
gether with indications regarding their use and popularity. Table 1 shows the
results obtained for the vocabularies for which there was at least one instance
found on the Web4. Indeed, the statistics should not be taken as an exact value
of the overall use of these vocabularies (e.g., GR is used more frequently than
what is reflected by this analysis), but rather as a relative indication. Indeed we
also took into account the properties defined by these vocabularies which are in
some cases (e.g., DC Terms) the main constructs reused.

3 http://lov.okfn.org
4 These statistics were last retrieved in November 2013.

http://lov.okfn.org
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Table 1. Top Vocabularies per Topic

Topic Vocabulary
# Datasets # Instances

LOV Reuse
LOD LOV LOD LOV

Service

GR 6 45 146 0 6
MSM 2 0 41,368 0 0
OSLC 2 0 2 0 0
COGS N/A 5 N/A 0 3

Offering GR 6 8 824 656 4

Location

vCard (v3 & v4) 5 0 + 2 3,684 3,686 + 3 0 + 2
WGS84 11 1 3,204 1,7651 1

AKT Signage 18 0 11,789 0 0
DC Terms 1 9 39 39 6
Schema.org - 1 - 5 1

Business Entities

Schema.org 2 4 1,570,778 1,570,778 3
FOAF 60 135 14,613 14,557 29
GR 1 N/A 3,918 N/A N/A

W3C Org. 1,050 11 2 1,050 2

Time W3C Time 9 N/A 236,433 N/A N/A

The design of Linked USDL was driven by these statistics, and a manual
assessment of the quality, coverage, and potential alignments of the vocabularies.

4.3 Model

Informed by the aforementioned analysis, Linked USDL, which is publicly avail-
able together with further examples in GitHub5, builds upon a family of comple-
mentary networked vocabularies that provide good coverage of necessary aspects
and are widely used on the Web for capturing their particular domains. In par-
ticular Linked USDL builds upon:

– DC Terms6 to cover general purpose metadata such as the creator of a certain
description, its date of creation or modification, etc.

– SKOS providing low-cost support for capturing knowledge organisation sys-
tems (e.g., classifications and thesauri) in RDF.

– Time Ontology (Time)7 for covering basic temporal relations. The ontology
allows us to capture temporal relationships such as before and during.

– vCard vocabulary8 a vCard 4 compatible vocabulary to support providing
location and contact information for people and organisations.

– Minimal Service Model9 (MSM) [18] to provide coverage for automated
service-based interactions including Remote Procedure Call solutions (e.g.,
WSDL services) and RESTful services.

– GR10 [9] to provide core coverage for services, business entities, offerings,
and products.

5 https://github.com/linked-usdl/usdl-core
6 http://purl.org/dc/terms/
7 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-time
8 http://www.w3.org/TR/vcard-rdf/
9 http://iserve.kmi.open.ac.uk/ns/msm

10 http://purl.org/goodrelations/

https://github.com/linked-usdl/usdl-core
http://purl.org/dc/terms/
http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-time
http://www.w3.org/TR/vcard-rdf/
http://iserve.kmi.open.ac.uk/ns/msm
http://purl.org/goodrelations/
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Fig. 1. Linked USDL Core

The vocabulary has been modelled mostly using RDF/RDFS constructs and
we have limited the inclusion of abstract foundational concepts, so as to attain a
model that is simple enough for its adoption online. The reader is referred to [19]
for indications on how this model could be mapped to a foundational ontology.

As the core and initial module of a set of vocabularies for supporting service
trading online Linked USDL Core, see Figure 1, aims to cover four essential
aspects: offerings, services, the business entities involved in the delivery chain,
and the actual interaction points allowing consumers to contract or trigger the
benefits of contracted services.

Linked USDL extends GR which is nowadays the de-facto standard vocabu-
lary for publishing semantic descriptions for products. It is worth noting that
although services are accommodated within GR, their coverage is rather basic
at this stage. Extending GR enables linking services and products descriptions
which is particularly useful since many products are often sold in combination
with a service, e.g., a repair or replace service. Additionally, it also ensures that
an initial alignment with the increasingly popular vocabulary Schema.org is in
place, for GR is already largely aligned to it.
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The most important concepts provided by Linked USDL are:

Service is a refinement of gr:ProductOrService and subsumes all classes de-
scribing service types. Examples of subclasses of Service could be “internet
provisioning service” and “insurance service”. Instances of Service may de-
fine i) prototypical services part of a portfolio, e.g., “BT unlimited broadband
service”, as covered by ServiceModel, ii) one-of services custom tailored for a
potential customer, or iii) actually contracted services, e.g., “your concrete
life insurance provided by AXA”, as covered by gr:ServiceIndividual.

ServiceModel is a refinement of gr:ProductOrServiceModel which specifies
common characteristics (e.g., download speed) of a family of services. Ser-
viceModel thus defines families of Services sharing common characteristics,
e.g., “BT unlimited broadband services share the characteristic of supporting
unlimited download”. An actual service instance shares the properties of its
service model. This is a feature that requires non-standard reasoning which
specific implementations should take care of.

ServiceIndividual is a subclass of gr:Individual and Service. Instances of Ser-
viceIndividual are actual services that are creating value to a network of
business entities. For instance, “your concrete life insurance provided by
AXA” is a ServiceIndividual which is providing value to yourself and AXA.

ServiceOffering is a subclass of gr:Offering and represents essentially offerings
by a business entity including at least one Service. ServiceOffering may have
limited validity over geographical regions or time.

EntityInvolvement is introduced in Linked USDL in order to enable capturing
service value networks. In a nutshell, Entity Involvement allows capturing
a ternary relationship expressing that a business entity, e.g., “AXA”, is in-
volved in a service, e.g., “basic life insurance” playing a business role, e.g.,
“provider”. Linked USDL provides a reference SKOS taxonomy of basic busi-
ness roles that covers the most typical ones encountered such as regulator
and intermediary.

InteractionPoint link services to interactions that may be possible or required
between the members of a service value network and the service during its
life cycle. This allows answering questions such as “what is the sequence of
interactions I may expect if I want to make an insurance claim and what
communication channels are available to that end?”.

CommunicationChannel is the class of all different communication channels
that business entities could use for communication. Linked USDL covers the
most widely used channels by means of 2 vocabularies: vCard (e.g., email,
phone), and MSM (e.g., Web services, and RESTful services). Communica-
tion channels are additionally characterised by their interaction type. Linked
USDL provides 2 reference SKOS taxonomies covering the main modes (e.g.,
automated) and the interaction space (e.g., on-site).

EntityInteraction links interaction points to business entities or types (e.g.,
provider), and the role they play within the interaction (e.g., initiator). En-
tityInteraction allows expressing things like “to make a claim, the consumer
should first contact the insurance provider and provide the policy number”.
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Classifications. Classifications or taxonomies of entities are most often used
when describing services to capture, for instance, service types, business entity
roles, e.g., “provider”, as well as interaction related issues, e.g., “manual vs
automated”. We also expect that classifications will be needed in forthcoming
modules addressing strategic issues or the internals of delivery chains.

This could be approached directly using subclassing which is directly sup-
ported by RDFS. However, the use of a hierarchy of classes establishes strict re-
lationships which may not adequately match existing organisation schemes. For
this reason, in Linked USDL we have accommodated the use of SKOS, which en-
ables capturing classification schemes and taxonomies. Indeed, this mechanism
does not prevent users from providing their own domain-specific categorisations
through subsumption if they wish to. This approach thus enriches Linked USDL
with a powerful, yet flexible and extensible means for creating categorisations.

The current version of Linked USDL includes three SKOS schemes with refer-
ence categorisations for BusinessRoles, InteractionRoles, and InteractionTypes,
see Figure 1. These schemes have been, however, kept as separate modules so
that different schemes can be used if necessary.

5 Evaluation

We have evaluated Linked USDL using three well-known and recommended tech-
niques [20] including domain coverage, suitability for an application or task, and
vocabulary adoption.

5.1 Coverage Evaluation

Ontologies are often evaluated by comparing them to a gold standard ontol-
ogy [20]. In our case, we have done such an evaluation by comparing the resulting
model to USDL, the most comprehensive model available for describing services.
Doing so allows us to get a clear indication of the overall coverage of the domain,
and to identify as well the main deviations from USDL.

A fundamental goal of this work is providing a conceptual model that would
be easy to grasp, populate, process, and ultimately be adopted for Web-scale
use. Thus, out of the 9 modules of USDL we have essentially deferred covering
the following modules: Service11, Legal, Service Level, and Pricing. Nonetheless,
for every module we have checked the coverage of the main concepts defined in
order to get an indication of both module-specific and the overall coverage of
Linked USDL. The results of this analysis are summarised in Table 2.

This analysis shows that thanks to integrating an reusing existing vocabu-
laries we have managed to cover the vast majority of USDL, by providing a
vocabulary consisting of 12 concepts and 3 complementary SKOS categorisa-
tions. In particular, from an original specification with 125 concepts we cover
74%, if we limit ourselves to the specific modules we targeted, and 60% overall,
which shall contribute towards reducing the overhead related to understanding

11 The Service module covers the internal details of a service which are often private.
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Table 2. Evaluation of Linked USDL coverage of USDL (version M5)

USDL Module Topic Vocabulary Comments Classes Covered Ratio

Foundation

Time Time
Advanced temporal reason-
ing provided

46 35 76%
Contact Details GR & vCard

Agents GR & vCard

Conditions ± Deferred to modules, e.g.,
Technical

Resources X

Technical
Interfaces MSM

Higher automation through
semantics

10 8 80%
Protocols HTTP & MSM HTTP & SOAP/WSDL

Access Profile X

Interaction
Simple Protocols Linked USDL

6 3 50%
Complex Protocols Linked USDL

Partial. Conditions at the
operations level.

Participants
Roles Linked USDL Business Roles SKOS

7 6 86%
Target Consumers X

Functional
Parameters & Faults MSM

4 2 50%
Functions GR Basic coverage

Approximate Coverage of Main Addressed Modules of USDL M5 73 54 74%

Service

Single Services Linked USDL

11 5 45%
Service Variants Linked USDL & GR Partial with Service Model
Service Types Linked USDL Interaction Types SKOS

Composite Services X Offering bundles supported

Pricing
Basic Pricing GR Payment types, taxes, cost

19 7 37%
Variable Pricing X

Service Level
Metrics & Conditions GR & MSM

9 4 44%
Guarantees X

Legal
Basic Legal GR License, Validity, etc

13 5 38%
Rights, Requirements X

Approximate Total Coverage of USDL M5 125 75 60%

and adopting Linked USDL. It is worth noting that out of the concepts not ex-
plicitly covered several are sometimes redundant (e.g., Condition is subclassed in
many modules), or were seldom properly understood and used (e.g., Functions,
Phases of interactions, Service Level Agreements).

5.2 Suitability for Tasks and Applications

Given that Linked USDL does not cover all concepts present in USDL it is worth
assessing the impact of such decisions. Table 2 shows the main aspects and their
current coverage. In qualitative terms, the decisions adopted are such that Linked
USDL does not currently provide support for capturing how providers deliver
services in terms of resources needed, complex internal workflows, or strategic
decisions (e.g., targeted markets). The reason for this is two-fold. First, such
aspects are often not automated and when they are, providers already have
mechanisms in place to this end. Second, these are private concerns that are
orthogonal to the trading of services. Similarly, Linked USDL does not currently
include support for conceptualising complex agreements including legal require-
ments and guarantees as these were barely used or understood by users. Finally,
we have opted for a simple mechanism for capturing prices and have deferred to
a separate module the modelling of more complex dynamic pricing that are less
often used and usually remain private to the provider.
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Despite these changes, Linked USDL provides advanced support for mod-
elling, comparing, discovering, and trading services and service bundles. It pro-
vides means for tracking and reasoning about the involvement of entities within
delivery chains which informs the trading and comparison of services as well as it
enables the tracing and analysis of service value networks. It provides advanced
support for automating the interactions between actors during the life-cycle of
services. Additionally it includes support for capturing service offerings, for com-
bining services and products (e.g., a car often comes with a warranty), and for
applying temporal reasoning, which were not previously available. Finally, and
most importantly, these activities can be achieved with a greater level of au-
tomation benefitting from automated reasoning and they can be performed on a
Web-scale across Web-sites and service providers thanks to capturing and shar-
ing the semantics of services as Linked Data.

Empirically, the suitability of the language for supporting the automation of
key tasks has been evaluated by two main means. On the one hand, we have
reused and developed tools that provide support for these tasks, and, on the
other hand, we are continuously applying Linked USDL in a number of domains.
In terms of reuse, thanks to the adoption of existing Linked Data vocabularies,
Linked USDL benefits from general purpose tooling, e.g., SPARQL engines and
RDF stores, but also from vocabulary-specific solutions. This notably concerns
existing advanced machinery for discovering, composing, and invoking technical
services (i.e., RESTful and WSDL services) described in terms of MSM [18].

Additionally, general purpose infrastructure has been developed specifically
for Linked USDL. A Web-based Linked USDL editor is currently available to
help providers to easily generate Linked USDL descriptions12. There is also an
advanced multi-party dynamic and open service marketplace13 developed in the
context of the FI-WARE project14, able to gather, combine, and exploit rich
service descriptions from distributed providers to help match offer and demand.
Notably the marketplace supports consumers in searching for service offerings,
comparing them, and contracting them.

Finally, from the perspective of its suitability for supporting service trad-
ing across domains, Linked USDL is currently being applied in a variety of
domains. For instance, in the field of Software as a Service we have explored
the use of Linked USDL in conjunction with TOSCA[21]. Linked USDL was
used to formalise, structure, and simplify the discovery and selection of services
of the Web-based customer relationship management (CRM) platform Sugar-
CRM, while TOSCA supported the automated deployment and management
of the services. Additionally this work helped us evaluate the extensibility of
Linked USDL by integrating it with complementary third party specifications
such as TOSCA. In the FI-WARE project Linked USDL is used to support a
service infrastructure supporting service ecosystems in the cloud covering both

12 See https://github.com/linked-usdl for existing tooling and model extensions.
13 http://store.testbed.fi-ware.org/
14 http://www.fi-ware.eu/

https://github.com/linked-usdl
http://store.testbed.fi-ware.org/
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
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the technical and business perspectives. The FINEST15 project aims to support
the transport and logistics (T&L) ecosystem, in which many service providers
collaborate in order to transport goods over what is referred to as a “chain of
legs”. Therein Linked USDL is being exploited in the planning of chains of legs
to support searching and matching transport service offerings in a transparent,
distributed, and multi-party manner.

Across the diverse domains where Linked USDL is being applied (see list of
projects next), it has proven to be a valuable resource as a means to provide
shared and globally accessible service descriptions integrating both technical and
business aspects. The genericity, modularity, and extensibility of the approach
has enabled extending the vocabulary with dedicated domain-specific vocabu-
laries in the areas of SaaS and T&L, while generic software infrastructure was
easily reused across domains.

5.3 Vocabulary Adoption and Use

When evaluating ontologies and vocabularies, one aspect that is often taken
into account is their adoption and use. This evaluation may be carried over
the ontology itself and/or over the different ontologies that are imported. The
former gives an indication of the acceptance and adoption of the ontology in
its entirety whereas the latter provides a more granular assessment over the
reused ontologies. In this section we mainly address the latter but also provide
preliminary indications of the overall adoption of Linked USDL.

The methodology that was followed, see Section 4.2, was centred on the reuse
of widely adopted vocabularies. Table 1 presented earlier shows the main vocab-
ularies that were identified through search engines, together with core indicators
of their use on the Web. These figures highlight that Linked USDL is based on
vocabularies that are the most used in their respective domains of interest. Only
two exceptions exist, AKT Signage which was not adopted for it was not deref-
erenceable, and Schema.org which is indirectly aligned via GR. This approach in
turn reduces the potential overhead one would incur when using Linked USDL:
frequently reused vocabularies are likely to have greater acceptance and support
by people and existing systems.

Additionally, the availability of datasets with instances in terms of the vocab-
ularies reused guarantees that new descriptions could reuse and link to existing
resources, e.g., allowing the reuse of descriptions of companies. Doing so provides
clear benefits from the perspective of data acquisition which was one of the main
concerns Linked USDL was trying to address. Additionally, by linking to exist-
ing instances the data provided is enriched which may in turn enable further
advanced processing as well as it may increase the discoverability of services.

Providing a substantial account of the adoption of Linked USDL would re-
quire a reasonable wait from its first release, which coincides with this pub-
lication. Nonetheless, Linked USDL is currently already in use within more
than 10 research projects, namely FI-WARE, FINEST, Value4Cloud, Deutsche

15 http://www.finest-ppp.eu/
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Digitale Bibliothek, MSEE, FIspace, FITMAN, FI-CONTENT, ENVIROFI,
OUTSMART, SMARTAGRIFOOD, IoT-A, Broker@Cloud, and GEYSERS.
These projects are using Linked USDL as the core vocabulary for describing
services, contributing to validate the suitability, genericity, and extensibility of
Linked USDL for different domains. This also highlights that despite its youth,
Linked USDL is already witnessing a promising adoption.

6 Conclusion

Despite the importance of services in developed economies, the widespread adop-
tion of world-wide electronic commerce over the Web, most service trading is still
essentially carried out via traditional and often manual communication means.
A fundamental reason for this is the difficulty for capturing the abundant in-
formation and knowledge governing services and their related transactions in a
way amenable to computer automation. Out of the wealth of work around ser-
vices, USDL is the most comprehensive solution proposed thus far for enabling
(semi)automated service trading. Yet, work on its standardisation highlighted a
number of limitations for Web-scale service trading.

We have presented Linked USDL, the next evolution of USDL centred on fos-
tering its wider adoption and better automation support through the (re)use of
Linked Data. Linked USDL has been developed following a methodology centred
on maximising the reuse of existing vocabularies and datasets and minimising
the complexity. The resulting vocabulary has been evaluated in terms of domain
coverage, suitability for purpose, and vocabulary adoption.

Despite the good evaluation results obtained, Linked USDL is to be regarded
as one step towards enabling Web-scale service trading, albeit a fundamental one.
Further work is required for covering aspects such as complex dynamic pricing
models and agreements which are common in certain domains such as Cloud
services. Additionally, from the tooling perspective, developing advanced mech-
anisms able to support steps such as the negotiation between service providers
and consumers, or the bundling of services would also be necessary. We expect
in this last regard to take inspiration and adapt solutions developed for the e3

family of ontologies.
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